Locals ‘R’ Us: Cost Effective Strategies for Highly
Targeted Results
Locals ‘R’ Us provided peronalised and customised marketing solutions for small business that helps them take on
the competition.

Small business owners have their hands full operating their enterprises and have little time to devote to the essential needs of marketing. The need
for small businesses to compete effectively was the impetus for Jim Talia to launch Locals ‘R’ Us, providing leaflet and letterbox distribution services,
along with micro business growth strategies.
Marketing budgets for small business operators can be limiting when trying to create visibility and establish a reputation. No matter how great a
business may be, people have to know about it and that’s where the services of Locals ‘R’ Us is particularly effective and an affordable way to
advertise.
Leaflet walkers Brisbane distribute client’s own marketing materials in the areas that they want targeted to expand and enhance their visibility and
acquire new customers. Unlike social media methods, leaflet distribution is highly targeted. It provides potential customers with an advertising medium
in real-time that isn’t dependent upon an Internet connection. Individuals can simply refer back to the leaflet at any time.
Locals ‘R’ Us understands low-cost marketing and offers letterbox distribution Brisbane Southside. It’s a time-tested method that’s highly effective and
extremely flexible, enabling small business owners to choose the distribution range, target specific areas, and reach an array of marketing segments
and demographics.
Even the smallest of endeavors can benefit from micro business growth strategies. Business growth doesn’t have to be expensive or involve
sweeping efforts to be effective. With Locals ‘R’ Us, clients have the ability to connect and partner with other business owners for mutually beneficial
and creative campaigns.
The services offered by Locals ‘R’ Us help attract new customers, is equally beneficial for businesses and organizations, and facilitates networking
opportunities. To compete effectively, small business owners require creative, efficient, and cost effective marketing strategies, all of which are
specialties at Locals ‘R’ Us.
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